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Legislating a minimum
wage; is it practical?
by Dinesh
Weerakkody

by Dinesh Weerakkody

For years there was a belief among
many trade union officials that the
working class is being left behind.
Either it is the EPF getting plundered
or that wage increases are insufficient,
while the rich get richer. With elections over the time has now come
to tell how they hope to address this
income divide.
In general, unions invariably propose increasing the minimum wage
(whatever way you define it), while
the tripartite partners are still to agree
on a definition for the minimum wage
and how much it should be.
While certain politicians are in
favour of raising the minimum wage,
they have been vague about how large
an increase they would support. It’s
still too early to say how a hike will
affect the job market, because the preliminary data we have, is not reliable.

Helps the employed
However, there is evidence globally that irrational minimum wage
increases have led to the loss of service jobs. For example, in 2014 the
congressional Budget Office in the
United States found that increasing
the minimum wage to $10.10 an hour
would result in employment falling by
500,000 jobs nationally.
University of California-Irvine
economist David Neumark recently
pointed out that less than 20% of the
earning benefits would flow to people
living below the poverty line.
Such minimum wage laws often
help people who have jobs and those
who manage to keep their jobs, but
hurt those without a job.
If minimum wages helped alleviate income inequality, you’d expect
to see a lot of that in the US and UK.
It’s understandable that people who
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have jobs would like a raise. But what
about the people who don’t have jobs?
The national labour-participation rate
and a wage increase means little to
those who aren’t in the labour force
but want a job now. The same goes
for those working part time because
they’re unable to find full-time job
opportunities.

More expensive
If the government makes something more expensive by passing
legislation, businesses that have no
choice will use less of it. They will also
pass on what consumers can absorb
through increased prices. Entry-level
jobs will become increasingly scarce
as businesses use labour more effi-

ciently and in some cases, turn to
automation.

Economic growth
So what’s the solution? The first
step is realizing that income inequality is a symptom of a larger problem.
Wage increases may appear sympathetic and for a moment alleviate
the headache, but it won’t cure the
real problem. The real problem is the
crowding out of the private sector for
over five years which has eliminated
opportunities.
When political leaders talk about
spurring economic growth by reducing regulation, reforming the tax code,
pro-growth, public service reform and
improving skills and education, they

are addressing the underlying problem that drives income inequality and
helps the working class and finally
grow the economy.
There is only one thing that will
decrease poverty and increase economic opportunity: economic
growth. And history has clearly
shown that there is only one system
that can produce economic growth
sufficient to meaningfully reduce poverty and increase opportunity: free
enterprise. The best development for
workers would be a thriving economy
in which companies have to compete
to sell their products and services and
the government stays out of running
enterprises and also allows the private
sector to operate as free enterprises.
The writer is a thought leader in HR

Intex South Asia exhibition concludes
Sri Lanka’s rising garment
exports are fuelled by the ever
increasing imports of apparel fabric, yarn and clothing accessories
from around the world. To bridge

this gap, Intex South Asia brought
leading suppliers from across the
region right to the doorstep of the
Sri Lankan industry – Colombo.
Intex South Asia was held last

week at the Sri Lanka Exhibition
and Convention Centre in Colombo.
Sri Lankan exhibitors at Intex
South Asia interacted with buy-

ers from across India, Bangladesh, Pakistan and the rest of the
world while also increasing their
networking strength within Sri
Lanka.

Regional Development Bank
loans for bio-digesters
The EU-funded
SWITCH-Asia initiative on ‘Up-scaling Biogas Technology for Sustainable Development
and
Mitigating
Climate Change
in Sri Lanka’ has
begun
working
towards feasible
loan schemes for
those who wish to
build a bio-digester
in their premises.
The world is
moving towards renewable and alternate sources of energy given the
rising cost of energy caused by the
depreciation of fossil fuels. However,
for most of those residing in developing nations, renewables are not
always seen as an ‘alternative’ due to
its colossal start-up costs.
While most people are well aware
of the cost being a one-time payment when taking into consideration its long-term positive benefits
and implications, complications arise
when having to set aside a lump sum
ensuring no disruption to the cash
flow.
Ruwan Kumara who runs a piggery
in Kaduwela wanted a bio-digester
in his premises but did not have the
financial means to see it through. The
first loan granted through the project
was in conjunction with the Regional
Development Bank (RDB) for a Sri
Lak Umaga type 15m, 3-sized biodigester.
Following the issuance of the first
loan, the RDB has received three
more loan requests from livestock
farmers of Attanagalla.
A loan of Rs. 200,000 has been
granted at an interest rate of 7.8% by
the RDB Homagama branch.
The RDB has taken an interest in
providing loans to bio-gas units siting it as a social need to promote
renewable energy options among its

Today, Sri Lanka stands strong
as one of the premier fashion and
apparel outsourcing hubs. Known
globally as the producer of ‘Garments without Guilt’, the ‘Made

Union Assurance General
continues to invest in Road
Safety Awareness
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or several years now Union Assurance
General Limited (UAG) has been at the
forefront of working towards creating
safer roads for the Sri Lankan community
by working hand in hand with the Sri Lanka
Traffic Police Headquarters. Operating on a
platform of ‘Safety,’ UAG’s CSR initiatives are
undertaken with the intention of creating a
safer and better tomorrow.
As the only Insurance provider to officially
partner with one of the main governing bodies
that monitor road safety in Sri Lanka – the Sri
Lanka Traffic Police Headquarters, UAG has
continued to show their solidarity towards
this project since its inception in 2012. The
most recently organized programme within
the Western province was held at Hemamali
Balika Vidyalaya, Maligawatta, Colombo.
SenakaGamage the OIC – Education at the Sri
Lanka Traffic Police Headquarters was present
at this programme stated as follows “What we
aim to accomplish through these programme
is to safeguard our country’s future generations.

This initiative that’s being spearheaded by
UAG is of inexpressible importance to our
community. And speaking on behalf of the
Sri Lanka Traffic Headquarters I must say that
we are indeed very proud to have UAG as an
exclusive partner for this undertaking”
Similarly, a number of programmes have
been conducted throughout the year across
various provinces - North Central, Central,
Southern, Uva, North Western, Eastern and
the Sabaragamuwa Provinces. A total of 230
schools have been covered as at date and
over 22,000 students have participated and
been educated on road safety aspects. The
programmes conducted at schools also entail
a special demonstration where the Sri Lanka
Traffic Police very visibly depict the dangers that
pedestrians could face and the nature of road
accidents.
These Road Safety programmes conducted
at schools are inclusive of a thorough training
session for school traffic wardens where they
are educated on road rules and traffic control.

Subsequent to the training the wardens are
awarded traffic warden vests and issued
a certificate by the Sri Lanka Traffic Police
Headquarters, endorsing them as official
school traffic wardens. As of today more than
1,600 students have been awarded traffic
warden vests. General Manager - Marketing
and Distribution at UAG, Nihal Handunge
stated that “The sole purpose of these
programmes is to facilitate the creation of safer
roads and to bring about a positive change
among communities, we at UAG feel that it is
our responsibility to give something back to our
invaluable stakeholders”.
Union Assurance General is now under
the corporate umbrella of Fairfax Asia PLC,
based in Hong Kong, which is a wholly owned
subsidiary of Fairfax Financial Holdings Limited
(Fairfax Financial), a Canadian-based financial
services holding company. At the same time
UAG is further backed by John Keells Holdings
PLC who continues to hold a 22% stake in the
company
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clients, which will help preserve our
environment.
“The Central Bank has a loan
scheme in place for waste management projects called Saubhagya that
gives loans at an interest rate of 8%. As
the Regional Development Bank we
are pleased to have been a part of the
first loan granted for a bio-gas project.
We have more potential applicants
lined up and our field officers are
inquiring to verify for suitability,” said
Manager, Western Province, Regional Development Bank, A.H.M.M.B.
Jayasinghe.
“We look forward to granting more
loans for bio-gas and other renewable energy projects for smallholders,
farmers and individuals in the future,”
he said.
The project’s primary target include
s the promotion of bio-gas technology
to the tourism and domestic sectors
by providing solutions for waste management, encouraging sustainable
consumption and production and in
the long run, as an alternate source
of energy and creating general awareness of the technology.
Apart from this, programs have
been introduced to train small and
medium entrepreneurs in the technology and equip them with the skills
to design, construct and market biogas and also act as a connecting agent
between bio-gas vendors and potential consumers.

in Sri Lanka’ label is synonymous
worldwide with the values of high
quality, reliability, social and environmental accountability, a media
release said.
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